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AVIAN HAVEN 
Wild Bird  
Rehabilitation  
Center 
  
 A Few 
Favorite Images  
of 2013 
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       December, 2013 
                       Dear Friends,  
                      As the end of the calendar year approaches,                   
         our thoughts turn to the highlights of the 2013      
     rehab season.  Our retrospective includes not          
only the birds that came through our doors, but also the 
contributions that enabled them to receive high-quality care.  
Your continuing support has meant a great deal to the birds 
at Avian Haven, whether that support took the form of time, 
money, services, advice, or good wishes.  
So in this season of traditional gift-giving, we thank you on 
behalf of all of our patients, and hope you will enjoy some of 
our favorite images of the last 12 months. 
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Birds in care tend to seek each other’s company, often in twosomes.  
A few examples were juvenile American Kestrels (below right), 
Mallards (right), 
and juvenile 
American 
Crows (left, top 
and bottom).      
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These Red-tailed Hawks took turns bowing . . . 
 . . .  and then 
decided they’d 
had enough of 
one another. 
5 
These young Common Yellowthroats  
were a little rambunctious  when 
their photos were taken! 
A juvenile Bald Eagle 
enjoyed fish for 
dinner . . . 
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. . . as did a much smaller Dovekie with  
better table manners. 
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As in past years, an American 
Bittern (left) and a Great Horned 
Owl (below) were top contenders 
for the most fearsome pose.    
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However, in other contexts, both birds could seem much less 
imposing, and the eyelashes on the owl belong in a mascara 
commercial. 
Our new aquatic bird facility had a number of occupants that included 
a Razorbill (top left) and Black Guillemot (bottom left), as well as a 
duckling Common Goldeneye (top right) and Common Eider (bottom right).  
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Although raptors are known for spectacular 
flying, we thought this juvenile Common Raven 
looked particularly fine. 
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Of course, a Peregrine Falcon 
WAS very impressive . . .   
  
12 
. . . but our favorites 
this year were these 
Barred Owls.  
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Best of all by far 
were photos capturing 
the moments when 
birds in our care have 
recovered from their 
injuries and return to 
life in the wild:   
 
like this Common Loon 
. . .       
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Release photos by 
Terry Heitz 
. . . and this 
Bald Eagle. 
  Our best regards and 
thanks for your support,   
 
     Diane and Marc 
May you have a warm, safe and 
happy winter, complete with the 
longer days that are soon to come! 
418 N. Palermo Rd. 
Freedom, ME 04941 
www.avianhaven.org  
  
Photos are by       
Glori Berry          
unless otherwise 
credited. 
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